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By FENG YING ZHI BIAN ZHU

paperback. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking
number will be provided after the shipment.Paperback. Pub Date :2012-08-01 Pages: 213 Publisher:
Donghua University Press title: Chinese characters with the dress culture (revised edition) List Price:
27.90 yuan: Feng Ying's ed Publisher: Donghua University Press Date :2012-8-1ISBN: 9787566900463
Words: 362000 Page: 213 Edition: 1 Binding: Paperback: 16 Weight: Editor's Summary This book is
mainly by Oracle and several earlier text morphology of Chinese characters the unique
pictographic characteristics and a long history of research to understand the ancient culture of the
early state of the textile. clothing. Mainly through on the style of a typical text study. the formation
of a series of essays. On basically the pictogram-based (including individual Associative). Oracle. Jin
body investigated the original form of the ancient costumes. such as the Jade. silk. towel. Next is to
introduce some of the commonly used word is not commonly used meanings In deducing the
content of their clothing. such as the meaning of the red dot surface decoration; and introduces
some very words. these words reflect the characteristics of traditional costumes. such as Kushiro.
Overall with patterns. The catalog preface conventions on...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is definitely not easy to get going on reading through but extremely exciting to see. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never.
I am pleased to explain how here is the finest book i actually have read inside my individual daily life and may be he best book for ever.
-- Mr s. Ellie Yost II--  Mr s. Ellie Yost II

It is fantastic and great. It is writter in easy words and phrases instead of confusing. I am just delighted to explain how this is actually the best book i have
got read through during my individual life and might be he finest publication for ever.
-- Pr of . Mur l Sha na ha n DDS-- Pr of . Mur l Sha na ha n DDS
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